
Here are some thoughts - Havent had a chance to talk to Spencer or Shawn but these are my 
thoughts on the logo.  
 
Organization – Nash.Church – Nashville Church of Christ 
  
Description – “The Nashville Church exists to glorify God by making disciples through 
gospel-centered evangelism, gospel-centered education, and gospel-centered worship.” 
  
Target Audience – We are looking for a modern logo that is something that will stand the test of 
time. We are NOT looking for something “Christian cheesy” – i.e. crosses, etc. – but, instead, 
are looking for something that will speak to Millennials, Generation Z, and also future 
generations. While modern is the key, we are not looking for “futuristic.” We are in the downtown 
Nashville, TN zone – in fact, downtown is the key word. We are modern, gentrified, upscale 
Nashville. We are the modern Nashville “neighborhood.” 
  
Demographics – 18yrs - 45yrs, Millennials, Nashville – TN, College/Masters, 
  
Psychographics – A deep love for the lonely, the lost, the homeless, the hurting, and the weak. 
We are a church for the neighborhood. 
  
Top THREE things logo should speak to – Modern, Gracious, Forgiving 
 
My vision for the logo involves a fresh, perhaps even modern, title font with Greek words (like 
the Yale crest except in Greek) surrounding it. The statement in Greek will invoke a feeling of 
academic richness that can be a point of discussion for those seeking to promote or explain 
what the church is about to others. Also, the Greek will be instantly familiar to those we are 
seeking to attract as many, if not all , will be familiar with the greek alphabet from their days in 
fraternities, sororities, etc. The Greek words also serve as an excellent marketing tool (hats, 
sweatshirts, etc,) The Greek will establish the connection between the Nashville church and the 
New Testament church found in the Greek New Testament. Beyond this, we are located in the 
"Athens of the South”. It just makes sense to me.  
 
Beyond that, a Latin phrase could be above the title. I like the idea. It bears a similarity to the 
same “logo” placed above the Lord’s head by Pilate. The inscription proclaiming Him to be King 
was written in Greek, Latin, and Aramaic. We could follow suit.  
 
 
Tag Line: if applicable:  
 
Please describe what your organization or business does in one sentence -  
"Become what God expects and what the world desires." 
Who is the "target" audience for the logo and narrative  of the church?  
    Gen Z, Millennials, and tourists who are members of the Church of Christ.  



Demographics: Age, Sex, Location, Income, Occupation, Education, Industry 

Ages 16-45, Downtown Nashville and surrounding neighborhoods, Lipscomb, Vanderbilt, Skilled 
Services, Professionals 

Psychographics: Interests, Lifestyle, Behavoir, Opinions, Values 

   In most cases, Gen Z understands counter-culturual behavior to be conservative in nature. As 
a result, the Gen Z demographic is geared more to embrace traditional values and pursuits.  
 
Interests include: uncovering truth, personal development (discipline), search for purpose, 
search for meaning, sense of responsibility, search for orthodoxy, charitable pursuits, social 
justice, participation in Nashville Renaissance, developing and maintaining core values, 
mentorship, rejecting gimmicks, clean and simple  
 
   Characteristics include: tech-dependendant, open-minded, frugal, skeptical, dark (prone to 
Nihilism, aka “the black pill”) 
 
   Dislikes: over-production, pandering, small group, frivolity, victim 
 
 

What are the top three things the logo and branding should communicate to the 

audience?  

1. This is the product of relatable, talented people as opposed to a generic corporation’s market 
research. (Unique as a signature) 
 
   2. Non-threatening: to core values (doctrine) or core principles (making merchandise of one’s 
system of faith; maintaining respect for the heritage of faith rather than running to gimmicks, 
selling out to fads)  
 
  3. By coming into the building and participating in study/worship, you become a part of the 
legacy, the intellectual fellowship, and even the literal family of God. The logo should reflect a 
deep care for and appreciation of classic works that can be accessed by all. By simply engaging 
the Nashville Church of Christ, one is endued with the spiritual blessings thereof.  
 
 


